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Given a triangular array of non-negative integers we give a necessary condition to insure that 
every row of the array is log concave. This result is then used to inductively construct injections 
showing the log concavity of the binomial coefficients and Stirling numbers f both kinds. 
Finally these proofs are related to the graphical interpretation of these number> given by Wilf. 
If, whose tantalizing questions inspired this paper. 
A sequence of non-negative integers (u&~~,, is called log concave if 
ak-lak+1. e a:, for all k, O<k<n. 
It is easy to show that this is equivalent o the seemingly stronger condition 
akal s t&+&-i, (2) 
for all k, I and i satisfying 0 or= k G 16 n and 0 s i G k - 1. Proving that various 
sequences are log concave has been a topic of increasing interest in recent years 
[2,3,5,6,7]. If the sequence (&) is enumerative, then it may be possible to give 
a combinatorial proof of (1) by exhibiting an injection from pairs counted 
by &-&+l t0 those corresponding t0 Q ia This approach will be taken up in 
Section 3. 
Given a set of non-Ecgative integers tRk defined for n 2 0 and 0 G k s n, we say 
that f,& is 60g ~012ca~e irr k if for any fixed n the sequence (f,&GkG,Z is log concave. 
If the f& are arranged in a triangular array with n and k being the row an 
column indices res ectively, then log concavity in k corres 
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Finally, we shor- that these combinatorial constructions have a skmple 
interpretation in terms of paths through graphical structures developed by Wilf 
[a, 91. In this setting it is reminiscent of a technique of Gessel and Viennot [4] for 
counting lattice paths. 
NG’~ suppose that for n 3 I and 0 C k C ,vr, the t,& satisfy the recurrence 
t nk = Cnktn-lk-1 + hzktn-lk, (3) 
where the CoeffiCimtS c;rk, dnk are non-negative integers. To eliminate boundary 
conditions, it is convenient o extend the definitions of tnk by setting fnk = 0 fOi 
k<0ork>n. e assume that in this extended range c,& and d,& can be chosen 
so that (3) continues to hold. Also note that if the tnk were log concave in k for 
0 G k G n, then they contirme to be for all integral k since the new inequalities are 
satisfied trivially. 
With these preliminaries we can introduce our primary tool. 
that 
Let tnk be an extended triangular Grray satisfying tnk = c,&-lk-l + 
all n a 1 where tnk, cnk and dnk are all non-negative integers. Suppose 
(i) c& and dnk are log concave in k, 
0 ii CA-1 nk+l d + cnk+?knir_l s ;ICnkdnk, for all n. 3 1, 
then t& is lOg concave in k. 
nduct on n. The n = 0 row of the array is automatically log concave since 
it contains at most one non-zero entry; Now suppose that the (n - l)st row is 
log concave. 
To prove tnk-ltnkfl G tik we expand both sides by the recurrence and compare 
corresponding terms. Thus it is enough to show that the following three equations 
hold 
and 
Cnk--lCnk+lfn-lk-2fr:-ik = c~kt~-lk-l, 
dnk-ldnk +ltn-lk-$n-Pk+f s &kfz-lk, 
\ 
(41 
g’5) 
cnk-1 nk+ltn d -I&-2tn-lk+l + Cnk+ldnk-lfn-lk-lfn-Ik 
Proofs of log concavity 
The reader may feel that Theorem 1 is not much of a labor-saving device as it 
endeavours to demonstrate the log concavity of a singie array by proving that two 
others arc !;“;.g concave with an extra condition besides! , this is offset by 
the fact that the coefficient arrays are usually much sim the original or,le. 
c particular, this will be true of the three examples rzrentioned in the 
introductions 
If n is a non-negative inbcger then let [II] denote the set { 1,2, . . . , n}. Recall 
that the binomial coefficients 
0 
,l , (signless) Stirling numbers of the first kind 
c(n, k), and Stirling numbers of the second kind s(n, k) count subsets & [n] with 
k elements, permutations of in] with k cycles, and partitions of [n] with k blocks 
respectively. The recurrence relations for these functions are well known and 
follow directly from their directions: 
c(n, k) = c(n - 1, k - 1) + (n - l)c(n - 1, k); 
S(n, k) = S(n - 1, k - 1) + kS(n - 1, k). 
c (Z), c(n, k) and S(n, k) are all log concave in k. 
In each case we verify conditions (i) and (ii). For (i), c ii = & = 1 when 
n 3 1 and constant sequences are trivially log concave. Furthermore, 
Cnk-dnk+l  Cnk+l&k-4 = 2 = 2c,k4zk= 
The Stirling numbers of the first kind have c,~ = 1, & = n - 1 for all n 2 1 which 
are also constant (with respect o k) hence satisfying (i). In this case (ii) reduces 
s.13 2(n - 1) 5 2(n - 1). Finally for S(n, k) we let 
k, for ka0, 
C& = I 1, for ka0, d 0, for k < 0, nk = I 0, for k < 0. 
so that & 2 0, alwq~. Log concavity fgr dKA fohows from the fact that 
(k-l)(k+l)-k”-1ak2. Also 
c,k-ldnk+l+ Cnk+l&k--l := 
(k+l)+(k-1)=2k, ifkr0, 
0 
9 if k G 0, 
= %k%tk in both cases. q 
tri 
construct an injectivs dz onstration of Iog concavity i
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definition will be forced on us because fnk will also be small and so there 
will not be many choices.) 
(b) Use eqs. (4), (5) and (6) to extend the injection to larger n until a pattern . 
evolves. 
(c) Prove that the pattern holds for all n. 
n the interests of brevity, only the results of step (c) will be given below for our 
three canonical examples. 
Let Bnkl be the set of all pairs (S, T) s [n] x [rt] with IS1 = k and (Tj = 1, 
0~ k %l<n. Also let Si =S n [i] and SF = S - Si. Now given (S, T) E Bnk_lk+l 
consider the sequence of pairs 
(S, T) = (L Tn), (G-1, L), . . . 9 (So, To) = 
Since 1 Trill = lS,J + 2 and I To) = ISol there must be a largest index i such that 
ITI = ISil + 1. NOW define a map& by 
fn(S, T) = (x U ST, Si U Tf). (7) 
. $n as defined by eq. (7) is an injection from Bnk-lk+l to Bnkk. 
We first show that fn is well defined, i.e., that fn(S, T) E dPnkk. But if 
ITJ = ISil + 1~ m + 1, say, then 
and 
IT&JS~l=m+l+[(k-1).m]=k 
ISi u TJ = OPT + [(k + 1) - (m + 1)] = k. 
We will give two proofs that fn is one-to-one. The first will make fn’s heritage 
from Theorem 1 apparent, but the second will be simpler. 
* Extend fn to a function f;l : Bnkr+ Bnk+ll-l, where I - k 2 2 by 
first index i such that IZJ = ISi1 + 2 and then defining fn by (7). It 
is easy to show that i? is still well defined and injectivity will be proved by 
induction on n. In fact we will actually be proving log concavity in the form given 
by eq. (2). 
Clearly fn is an injection if n G 2 so assume the result for n - 1. Given 
S, E [n] construct S’, T’ s [n - l] by 
e definition of f we 
‘U(n)), ifnES,nET, 
1 zz 
if n $ S, n $ T, 
I 
( 1 4’ 
? (5 1 
(6 1 a’ 
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Note that eqs. (4’) and (5’) correspond to inequalities (4) and (5) in neorem 1 
while (6a’) and (6b’) mirror the first and second terms in (6). From the inductive 
hypothesis and the placement of ~1’s above we see that fn is one-to-one. 
Injectivity will follow if we can construct an inverse map from 
zk to its domain. Let (S’, T’) be a pair mapped onto by fn. 
there must be some index, and so a largest one, such that IT,!] = ISi] - I. Letting 
f ;‘(S’, T’) = (T: U Syc, S; U Tf”) we see that f ;’ is such an inverse. Cl 
We should note that h was independently discovered by utler [2]. See S&en 
5 for details. 
Next consider permutations z of [n]. Given a cycle c we define cj to be the 
cycle whose elements are those of c n [i] in the same relative order as they are in 
c For example, if c = (1,6,5,3,9,4,7), then c5 = (1,5,3,4). I3ut any permuta- 
tion ar of [n] is uniquely decomposable as a product of disjoint cycles. So let ni be 
the permutation of [i] whose cycles are the C~ for all cycles c in the decomposition 
of ar (empty cycles are deleted). 
From now on we will always write JG in standard cycle notation, where each 
cycle is led by its smallest element and the cycles are ordered lexicographically. If 
Jr= ( al, a2, . . . , a,)(a,+l, . . . 9 a,). . . (a,, . . . , an-h 
is a permutation of [n - 11, then there are n positions where we can insert an n so 
as to obtain a permutation ar’ of [n] in standard form. Position s, s < n, occurs in 
the same cycle with and directly after a,. Position n is a space for forming a new 
cycle (n) at the end of z. Figure 1 shows the result of inserting 4 into a 
permutation of [3] in all possible ways. 
Let snkr be the set of all pairs of permutations (n, O) where z and u are 
products of k and I disjoint cycles respectively. Given (JC, a) E Snk-lk+l, then, as 
before, there is a largest index i sue!\ that 0, has one more cycle than Jr,. NOW 
define (d, a’) = g&r, a) by constructing a sequence of pairs of permutations 
(Jrip cri’) = (oi, xi), (R:+i, a:+i), g D l 9 (nSI, 0;) = tn, O)9 
where 3di)+ 1 (respectiwcly ~i+i) is obtained from Jrj 1 ’ ‘respectively c$) bi inserting 
osition 
of 4 esulting JC 
Jr = (1,3)(?) 
2 
3 
4 
Fig. 1. Iasertion of 4 into a permutation of [IS]. 
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j + 1 in the same position as in passing from Xj t0 JZj+l (respectively Oj t0 Oj+*). 
For example, if 
then 
(n, 0) = ((I, 5,3)(2,4), (1)(2)(3, s)(4)) = (n5, 05), 
(%a, a4) = ((1,3)(2,4)9 (l)(2)(3)(4)), 
(G 03) = ((1,3)(2), (l)(2)(3)), 
(JG 0;) = (U)(2)(3), (1,3)(2))9 
(Jd& 0:) = ((1)(2)(39 4), (19 3)(2)(4)), 
(E;*& CJ;) = ((1,5)42)(3,4), (1,3)(2, s)(4)) = (3~0’). 
t is easy to verify that (Jr’, al) E S,,, a that g, has an inverse which is a 
-by-step reversal of the definition of g,,. 
. &I &k-lk+l--) S.&k defined above is an injection= 
The construction for partitions iz- of [n] is similar to the one for permutations. 
We will separate the blocks of A using slashes to avoid a profusion of parentheses, 
e.g., 
A = 1,3, S/2,6/4 has blocks {1,3, S}, {2,6) and (4). 
The standard notation for partiiions is to write the elements of eizch block in 
lexicographic order and then oGG=r the blocks Pexiographicalky as was done in the 
previous example. As expected, Ai is the partition obtained from A by intersecting 
each block with [i] and discarding empty blocks. 
Given 11 a partition of [n - l] with k blocks, there are k + 1 positions in which 
to place an n so as to obtain a partition A’ of [nj. We can put n in position s by 
placing it at the end of the sth block for 1 G s G k. The other possibility is to make 
{n} a singleton block at the end of il. For convenience in what follows, this is 
called position 0. Figure 2 illustrates all ways of placing a 4 in a partition of [3]. 
Let the set of all pairs (A, cc) of partitions of [n] with k and I blocks respectively 
be denoted &&I. _l&+19 then we find the largest i such that pi has 
osition 
of 4 esulting JC 
0 I, 3/2/4 
A = 1,3/2 1 L3, J/2 
2 1, W, 4 
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one more block than Ai and build (A’, cl’) = h,(A, p) from (Ail, &) = (pi, ni) 
inductively. 
It is important to note that whenever (Ai, pi) E Birmr then A,! and & will be 
constructed so that (A,!, &) E J+1m-l* This is certainly the case for (A;, &), so 
we can assume that (A’ 
(respectively & from 
j-1, pi-l) has this property and build Ai from Ai_1 
&) by placing j in the same position as in passing from 
?Lj-1 t0 Aj (respectively pj-1 to pj)* The only time this is not possible is when j is 
put in position PPZ to form pj since there is no position m in pi+. 
This brings us to two exceptional cases. 
(i) If j was put in positions s 2 1 and m to form il/ and pj respectively, then 
place j in positions I + 1 and s to construct A; and &. Notice that by the inductive 
hypothesis on (A’ j-1, pi+), positions s and I + 1 are guaranteed to exist in this 
case. 
(ii) If j was put in positions s = 0 and m to form Aj and gj respectively, then we 
proceed as follows. Under these assumptions (5, pj) E B”lm implies (A;- 1, pi- I) E 
Be J-1 lm-1 with (m-l)-bl since m- Ia2. Hence we can find a largest 
index p, i <p <. j such that &, has exactly one more block than AL. Let (A;, 2~;) = 
(&, AL) and form the sequence 
using the same rules as above with all unprimed symbols repl ted by primed ones 
and all primes replaced by double-primes. Finally we let (A;, pi) be (A;_ 1, #_,) 
with j placed in positions I + 1 and 0 respectively. The astute reader will have 
noticed that the double-primed sequence comes from a composition of maps 
B b qlm - Bql+lm-l h, Bq1+2m-29 
i.e., 
The following example will illustrate the general method, including both 
exceptional cases. 
(A, /L) = (123456/7/8, l/28/34/5/67) = &, p& 
(A,, p,) = (123456 J7, 1 J2 J34 J5 /67), 
(A 49 i%! = (123456: 1_/12J34JS J6), 
(As, ~5) = (12345,1/2/34/5), 
(a,, ~4) = (1234, l/2/34), 
(a,, ~3) = (12% l/2/3), 
(a,, p2) = (12, l/2), 
6, cc;) = (l/2,12), 
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(A;, p;) = (13/2,12/3), 
(A:, &) = (13/24,124/3), 
(A;, A;) = (135/24,124/3/S), 
(A;, /A;) := (1356/24,124/3/5/G), 
(A;, /L;) = (124/3/5,135/24), 
(A;, y:) = (1246/3/S, 135/24/6), 
(A;, u;) = (1246/3/57,135/24/6/7), 
(A;, y;) = (1246/3/57/8,135/248/6/7) = (A’, /J’). 
5. The map h,(A, p) = (A’, ,u’) defined above is an injection fkom 
B ,,k-lk+l to I&. 
The fact that h, is well-defined is an easy induction. To construct he 
inverse, first note that if neither of the exceptional cases have come into play in 
the construction of (A’, p’)# then one can apply the same steps used in inverting 
the map g, of Theorem 4. To recognize iwhen an exception has been used merely 
note whether, for some j, the last block of Ai contains a j with at least one other 
element. Distinguishing between exceptions (i) and (ii) is done by finding the 
position of j in 14; (non-zero or zero respectively). Now it is a simple matter to 
construct si step-by-step inverse for the exception. 0 
Wilf [8,9] has shown that various recursive structures can be modeled using 
paths through a labeled digraph (directed graph). He used this interpretation to 
provide a unified method for sequencing, ranking and selecting combinatorial 
objects. These ideas will also shed light on the inlective proofs of the preceding 
section. 
Let our digraph have as vertices the set of all integral attice points (x, y) of the 
Cartesian plane satisfyin g x 2 0 and 0 6 y s X. Given a triangular array tnk 
(n - 1, k - 1) and dnk labeled arcs from (n, k) to (n - 1, k). These arcs are 
called diagonal and horizontal arcs res ctively. The boundary vertices (n, 0) 
(respectively (n, n)) are only assigned horizontal (respectively diagonal) outgoing 
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(SJ) = ({3,6), {1,2,4,51) (S’, ?‘) = (UI,2,61, (3,4,5)) 
Fig. 3. Graphical interpretation of fa: E&-+ Bbs3. 
from (n, k) to (0,O) is thus a k-element subset of [n]. The mapf, of Section 3 has 
a straight-forward interpretation in terms of such paths. 
A pair (S, T) E B ,+lk+l is a pair of paths from (n, k - 1) and (n, k + 1) back 
to (0,O). The index i represents the first time that the T-path is exactly one unit 
above the S-path. Finally (S’, T’) =fn(S, T) represents the result of moving the 
portion of the S-path between x = i and x = n one unit up, and moving the 
corresponding piece of the T-path down in the obvious way. Notice that S’ refers 
to the path which agrees with T for x G i and is a translate of S for x 3 i, 
vice-versa for T ‘. An example is given in Fig. 3. 
The digraph for permutations has n - 1 horizontal arcs and one diagonal arc 
emanating from (n, k). (We can disregard any arcs from points (n, 0), n 2 1, 
since it is impossible to reach (0,O) from such vertices.) Label these arcs 1 
;hrough n, with the ~1: arc to (n - 1, k - 1) i~eeiVing the label n as in Fig. 4. 
Thus traveling along arc s represents passing from E = q, to J& _-, by eliminating n 
from the sth position. Index t’ plays the sake role as before and the paths GE 
exchanged via a pair of label-pref erving translations. Figure 5 illustrates the 
example of g, : SsZ4 + & worker out in the previous section. 
In the partition digraph the outdegree of (n, k) is k + 1 with a unique diagonal 
arc labeled 0 and the rerrjaining horizontal arcs labeled 1 fo k, see 
reason why the injection is more complicated in this seiti is novv apparent: 
vertical label-preserving translations are not always possible. wever, the reader 
should have no trouble formulating the exceptional cases (i) and (ii) in graphical 
terms, so this is left as an exercise. 
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4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
Fig. 4. Digraph for permutations. 
Injective proofs of log concavity results have appeared elsewhere in the 
literature. Daykin, Daykin and Paterson [3] used explicit injections to prove that 
various sequences counting order preserving maps of posets were log concave. 
uilding on an idea of Bhatt and Leiserson [1], Lynne Butler [2] has investigated 
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Fig. 6. Digraph 
log concavity of the Gaussian polynomials 
n 11 (q” - l)(q”-’ - 1). * ‘(4 - lj 
LkJ, 
= iq” _ l)(q”-’ - 1). . . (q - I)(q”-& - l)(q”-+’ - 1) 0 l l (q - 1) l 
In particular, she showed combinatorially that 
has nonnegative coefficients and when q = 1 her construction specializes to the 
mapf, of Theorem 3. 
The graphical interpretation in Section 4 bears a resemblence towork of Gessel 
and Viennot [4] on combinatorial proofs of determinantal identities. 
signs to an n-tuplc cf paths, the exchange of a path pair can be interpreted as 
cancellation in a determinant and many beautiful results follow. This leads one to 
wonder whether there ax other settings where path interclxxges can be brought 
into play. 
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